
4/23/72 
SeacS.s, 

This is not rush but it say be important. 

Earl Caldwell of the .JYTimes was in the Lorraine Kota at the tine of the killing of ae had trouble getting a line but did reach his LY dock intinc for the 4/5/ editions. The story may have chansrd radically from edition to edition. I now have what I would prssuae is the version in the first edition. I'd line copies of the story as it oppearca in any identifiable ;aka editions. I find great significance in it that . sveryone :Assad, including daldwell, and my interpretation of Latt's Kyles inyerview is .sreeisely'aesurate. It also is clear in POT identifying the car as a Lustang and the nan,who drop jed. the paokage as "young", dhich is hardly 40, eh? 

Their wire story tine different. i have it as it appeared in the k' Chron 4/5. 
Wsldron appeared is next day's stories, not Caldwels, fro:: what I can see en.. knos. 
Js, it is as I suspected, early and accurate reporting was soon twisted, I guess under official suidance of which the reporters were probably unaware. Of the stories you sent, that I'll return slow mail, as JW suggested, 1  have copied those of iusedate interest. However, my machine is out of shad:, so i  have to run the paper through the second time, suich rssultsin a non—permanent copy. illmost each story has a value not isrlediately apparent. If the possibility presents itself for you to snke copies for which you di not have to pay, L'd appreciate the, except for those listed below,_ which have no value for me: 

Chron 6, on loltopsy and Horror in Europe Tribune 6, Bmostions Tear and Uitnesses Pnint ix and Cbron 7 relics silent. 

Even some of the early caption may later have value. The first location was not the bathroom and the first statements definitely are not only not but contrary to. ihich Lakes the silence of the blacks more or less comprehensible' more from fsar, less because they lack innocence. They are as explicit as I said ivies was. 

If the sending of Waldron is not exceptional, the silence of Caldwell is. 1-t would be uncommon, not common, for a paper line the Tines to have a single man there. Caldwell was the only  , repeat, only  reporter at the motel, was the first to speak to the only real witnesses, and they of: him? hard to explain satisfactorily. here than ever, I'd like to be in touch with him. lie reported what I expected to find and what is not in his story may have other values. ...Strikes me Csldwell's blackness suddenly became a iimes snot. 
iAnd I were a s hell was right to use the word "explode". Until it got stifled, the coroner did! 


